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Scope

In contrast to the preceding chapters, which have dealt largely with the physics

of the generation and suppression of specific noise sources, this chapter deals with
the application of aircraft noise technology to the design and operation of aircraft.

Areas of discussion include the setting of target airplane noise levels, major design

considerations in achieving these levels, operational considerations and their effect
on noise, and the sequencing and tinting of the design and development process.

Primary emphasis is placed on commercial transport aircraft of the type operated

by major airlines. The final sections of the chapter include brief comments regarding
the noise control engineering of other types of aircraft.

Airplane Noise Level Design Requirements

and Objectives

The adoption of the target levels for the community, interior, and ramp noise of

an airplane includes consideration of regulatory requirements, customer guarantees,

risk assessment, and design margins.

Regulatory Requirements for

Community Noise

Regulatory requirements for commercial aircraft include national regulations,

international standards, and local airport requirements.

FAA Regulations

In the United States, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires trans-

port aircraft to comply with the noise requirements of Federal Aviation Regulations
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(FAR) Part 36 (ref. 1) as one condition for the issuance of a type certificate (for a
model) or an airworthiness certificate (for an individual airplane). Maximum noise
levels for individual flights are specifed under standardized test conditions at three

locations: (1) during takeoff, directly under the flight t)ath at a distance of 6500 me-

ters (approxinlately 4.0 statute miles) from brake release: (2) at tile point of maxi-

mum noise (luring takeof along a sideline 450 meters (approximately 0.28 mile) from

and parallel to the (extended) runway centerline; and (3) during approach, directly

under the flight path at a distance of 2000 meters (al)t)roximately 1.25 miles) fi'om
the runway threshohl. These h)cations are illustrated in figure 1.
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Figure 1. lq4R Part 36 noise certification conditions.

The allowable noise levels are specified in terIns of effective perceived noise level

(EPNL) in decibels and depend on the maximum certificated takeoff gross weight of

the airplane. These limits are illustrated in figure 2. The more stringent limits are

known as the stage 3 requirements and apply to airplanes for which applications

for type certifications were made on or after November 5, 1975 (which roughly
corresponds to commercial transports certified after 1978). Between December l,

1969, and November 5, 1975, the applicable requirements were the stage 2 limits,

which were not as stringent as the current stage 3 rules. Airplanes for which

application for type certificates were made prior to December 1, 1969, are defined as

stage 1 airplanes and were not required to meet noise regulations. In issuing aircraft

noise standards and regulations, the FAA must consider whether such requirements

are "economically reasonable, technologically practical)le, and appropriate for tile

particular type of aircraft" (ref. 1). Thus as noise reduction technology has
developed, requirements have become more stringent.
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Figure 2. FAR Part 36 certification noise rules.

Unlike the approach and sideline requirements, the stage 3 takeoff limits (tepend

on the numher of engines, for the following reasons. Safety considerations require that

an airplane have enough thrust to meet its critical takeoff performance requirement

with one engine inoperative. Consequently, during normal takeoff with all engines

operating, a two-engine airplane is 100 percent overpowere(1, a three-engine airplane
50 percent overpowere(t, and a four-engine airplane 33.3 t)ercent overpowere(t.

Therefore, with all engines operating, an airplane with fewer engines can take off

from a shorter field length at a steeper climb angle and thus achieve a higher altitude
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over the takeoff measurement point under the flight path. The noise regulations,
which invoke a policy of equal stringency (i.e., demanding the same noise control

technology irrest)ect ive of the number of engines on the air(:raft), require the airplane
with fewer engines to meet a lower noise requirement, hi lhis maimer, the regulations

re(:ognize the noise implications of the engine-out satiety requirement and the need

to be technologically practicable aim appropriate for the particular type of air(:raft.

An additional imtmrtant feature of the FAR Part 36 noise re(tuir('ment is the

trade-off provision: an aircraft may ex(:eed the nominal EPNL limit by a maximum

of 2 (tB at a single t)()int an(t by a maximmn of 3 dB (:olh_(:tively at two t)oints

provided that there are compensating margins at the olher point(s). That is, the

sum of the excee(tan(:es over the respective nominal requirements at the three points

(h)es not ex(:eed zero. This "3-2 trade" provision is illustrated grat)hi(:ally in figure 3,
in which the region in,side the geometric figure (:orrest)on(ts t() (:omt)lian(:e with FAR
Part 36.

+1

Figure 3. Three-dim¢ n,s'ional illustratioT_ of possible combin(dions that eta,sure

compliance with b:4R f)art 26 requirements.
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Ill addition to requirenmnts for new type designs, there are also noise limitations
on both continuing production (FAR. Part 36) and operation of previously certifie(t

aircraft (FAR Part 91, ref 2). These rules are (tesigne(t to phase out the ot)eration

of older, noisier airplanes in the United States. Figure 4 shows the effective (tates of

each of the three types of re(tuirements.

ICA 0 Requirement,s

Similar to the FAA requirements, the International Civil Aviation Organization

(ICAO), consisting of representatiw_s of most governments throughout the world,

makes rec(muuen(tations to its member countries for noise re(luirements filr air(:raft to

oI)erate in these tom,tries. The requirements are recomnmn(te(t for both (tomesti(_ally
registered aircraft and for those aircraft from other comltries. Most countries,

in('lu(ting the European countries, .Iapan, and Australia, require comt)liance with

the ICAO guidelines, known as Annex 16 (ref. 3), which have ew)lved to the point

of t)eing essentially equivalent to the FAA requirements. There has tyt)ically been a

time lag between the a(toption of the FAA stage 2 and stage 3 requirements and tim

corresponding ICAO Chapter 2 an(t Chapter 3 guidelines, as illustrated in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Noise rule progression.

Local Airport Regulations

In addition to the FAR Part 36 and ICAO Annex 16 requirements, commercial

aircraft are often required to meet local noise restrictions at specific noise-sensitive

airports. These restrictions may take the form of curfews, noise-dependent usage fees,

noise level requirements based on various noise metrics, integrated fleet noise level

restrictions on in(tividual operators, etc. They include a nmltitude of noise milts. The

most prominent and restrictive of these local regulations are at Washington National

Airport, ,]ohn Wayne Airport (()range County) and other California airports, and

European airports. The widespread nature of these local regulations in the United

States is illustrated in figure 5, from an FAA document (ref. 4). Ea(:h t)lack
dot represents an airport which has lo(:al noise regulations. These requirements

significantly influen(:e airplane sales (:Oml)etitions for in(tivi(hml customers an(t

increase the comt)lexity of design-goal develot)ment.
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Figure, 5. E_:tr,_tt of local actio_t.s to control airport _toi,s'e,. (FroTh ref. 4.)

Co_tplia_tc_ De_n,o_st'_ntio_t,

Initial coinpliance of all airplane model with an FAA (or ICAO) certification

requiremezit is demonstrated by flight test and is described in detail in a previous

diapter of this book. The history of a given airplalie model, however, is typified

t)y lluinerous (t(;sign chazig(;s, seine of which niay affect (:()iniiluIlity noise. COliUnoli
examples of major ('haziges are (1) chailges in iiiaxiililuli takeoff or lail(ting weight

associated with airplane growth or (2) alternative eligiile offerings oil the same

airplalie, iil which the noise may (lifter from that with the parent engine,. In this

latter certification, what has become known as the "family plan" is often iilvoked.

In a family plan certification, the effect of the engine chalige is based oil colnparative

ground tests of the original and the new eligizie (tesigiis. First the noise iilcremelit b

between flight aiid groun(t tests of the parent aircraft (aircraft l) is deteriniiied:

/$ = EPNLflight,1 - EPNLgrouild>l

This noise increznent is then superimposed on the grouil(l te, st results for the new

(;zigizie to (teteriliiIle the flight noise of this fi)llow-oli aircraft (aircraft 2):

EPNLflight,2 = EPNLground, 2 + b
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Use of the family plan method can greatly reduce the cost and time of the

certification program and has been shown to provide adequate technical accuracy.

Smaller design changes, for example, modification of a small area of acoustic
treatment of an engine duct, can sometimes be certificated by analysis alone, without

additional testing.
Local airport compliance is typically monitored in service by tlle airport author-

ities themselves.

Airline Customer Guarantees

As part of tile business arrangenlent in which an airline purchases a commercial

airliner, tile airfi'ame manufacturer is typically required to guarantee that the

airt)lane will meet certain maximum allowable community, interior, and ramt) noise

levels.

Community Noise

As a nfinimum, the manufacturer will be required to comply with the appropriate

noise certification standards for the airplane in the countries in which the airline will

operate it. For a domestic airline, this requirement would be the appropriate stage
of FAR Part 36; for an international airline, the appropriate chapter of the ICAO

guidelines is typical.
In addition to the certification requirements, an airline may request or demand

compliance with the requirements at one or more specific local airports at whictl the

airline expects to operate the airplane. Such guarantees are often very important in

the competition among airplane (an(t engine) manufacturers for all airline order.

Interior Noise

Although there are currently no certification requirenmnts on interior (passenger

cat)in or flight deck) noise, airlines still require that the nlanufacturer guarantee
noise levels in the passenger cabin. As a minimum, the guarantee is specified at

the t)assenger seats. Often, flight deck, galley, and/or lavatory noise levels are also

specified. Typical guarantees are written for the cruise condition in terms of t)oth
overall sound pressure level (OASPL) and speech interference level (SIL). OASPL

includes the entire audible spectrum and is typically dominated by low-frequency

fltselage-boundary-layer noise; SIL includes the three octave bands centered on 500,
1000, and 2000 Hz and tyI)ically includes contributions from both the boundary layer

and the cabin air-conditioning system.

Ramp Noise

In a(tdition to airport commmfity and interior noise guarantees, the manufacturer

tyt)ically also guarantees that ramp noise that is, the noise exposure to tim airline
maintenance crew when servicing the airplane or to passengers when boarding or

(leplaning via outdoor stairways will not exceed certain limits. The most important
sour(:es of ramp noise are usually the auxiliary power unit (APU) and the air cycle

machines (ACM's).

ContTuctual Arrangements

Standard noise guarantees that are offered to all customers are typically cited

in the airplane specification document, which describes the airplane and the various
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aspects of its performance. Exceptions to these st an(lar(1 guarantees may [)e included

ill jointly signed side letters. The airI)lane contract cites the sl)ecifieation and/or the
appropriate side letters.

Guarantee levels and tolerance.s: Noise guarantees are ofte_l expresse(t as a nomi-

nal value, together with an allowable demonstration toleran(:e to (:over measurement

uncertainties during eompliat_ce (telnonstration. In some (:ases, however, the guar-

antee is written simply as a not-to-excee(t value, which ex(:ee(ls the nominal value by
the demonstration toleratl(:e. These concepts arc illustrated in figure 6.

]q,'_'(,[

Nolllill_t]

h'v*,l
v

/-- Not-t o-_'x['H'd

KIl_tI_tllt I'1' I(",'lq

l)('lllHllsll_t_ i_)ll

II_IIT;IIII'P

Figure 6. Airline customer guaraT_tee 'mnnenclaturc.

Compliance demonstration: As part of tile contra(:tual arrangement between

the airplane manufacturer and airline customer, comt)liance with noise guarantees
is normally demonstrated 1)y tests performed t)y the manufacturer. When the

guarantee is identical to a certification requirement, tho certification test itself
suffices. Compliance with local airport rules is demonstrated bv different Ineans

sometimes t)y testing at the airport itself, sometimes [)y analysis based on the

certification test data. Interior noise guarantee compliance tests are typically
perfi)rmed on the customer's airplane sometimes for the first airplane of a group of
airt)lanes of a giw_n design, sometimes on each airplane (telivered.

Nominal Noise Estimates, Uncertainty
Analysis, and Risk Assessment

During the design ()f an airplane, expected noise levels are estimated for commu-

nity, interior, and ramp noise. These estimates are made for various configuration
options during the preliminary design of the airplane; they are then refined as test
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data are obtained, design details frozen, and estimating methods improved as a result

of ongoing noise rl,search. Closely related to these estimates is the uncertainty in the
estimates themselw_s and the resulting confidence level of compliance with various

requirenients.

Nomi'T_al Noisc Level Estimates

The nominal noise level estimates are the noise engineer's most accurate estimates

()f the airplane noise, for examt)le, a FAIl Part 36 approach EPNL of 97.3 dB or an
OASPL in the last aisle seat in the first-class cabin of 85 (lB. The engineer (toes not

inject any deliberate (:onservatism or ot)timism into t.hese estimates. These estimates
are. therefore, those_ levels which the airi)lane has a 50-1)ercent chance of a('hieving.

For community noise, they are typically based on a 1/3-octave band synthesis of the

exi)ected coutril)utions from each (supt)ressed) noise source at each directivity angle,

as explained previously in this b(i()k.

U_u:ertcur_ty A _mlysis

The process of noise level assessment also includes an uncertainty analysis
that is, a determination of the degree of uncertainty in the nominal estimates, or

determination of the probability that the actual lewfls will deviate froln the estimates

by a particular amount when the compliance demonstrations are performed. The

tmssi|fle range of noise levels is typically assumed to be normally distrilmted about
the nominal estimate, with the distritmtion characterized by its standard deviation,

as illustrated by figure 7(a). The standard deviation itself is an engineer's best

estimate, aided by a comparison of estimated and realized noise levels for similar

circumstances in the past. The standard deviation representing the uncertainty

in a noise estimate is comprised of two parts: the prediction mlcertainty and the

measurement uncertainty. Several definitions are helpful in mMerstanding this

COll(:eIit:

Tr'ue noise level: The true noise level is defined as that level that would be

measured by a (hypothetical) perfect experiment or the average level that would be

obtained from a large mnnber of repeated measurements (if the airplane noise level.

MeasuremeT_t u_t_certainty: The measurement uncertainty is the uncertainty in the

ability of an individual test (e.g., the compliance demonstration test) to represent the
true value of the noise level, as illustrated in figure 7(b). Factors that contribute to

the measurement mlcertainty include test; site variations, variations in atmospheric

conditions (together with imperfect correction methods), instrumentation inaecu-
ra(:ies and lint)recision, truncation (or round-off) errors, pilot or instrumentation

operator variability, and variations (among airplanes of the same design) associated
with inanufacturing variability.

PredictioT_ uncertainty: The prediction uncertainty is the uncertainty in the

ability of the nominal estimate to represent the true noise level, as shown in

figure 7(e). It includes any imperfections in analytical or empirical methods (based
on other similar airplanes or engines) used to predict source noise levels, together

with the measurement mmertainties in any "anchor point" measurelnents on which

the predicted nominal estimate is based.

Ov_'r(dl uTu:e_'tai_ty: The relevant uncertainty in the noise-estimating process is

the mwertainty in the future measurement relative to the predicted value. Simplified
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statistical theory shows that this overall uncertainty, depicted in figure 7(a), is

the root sum square of the measurement and prediction uncertainties. This total

uncertainty in EPNL typically corresponds to a standard deviation of 1 to 4 dB

at a specific flight condition, depending on the basis for the predictions and
measurements. As an aircraft program proceeds from the preliminary design,

through developmental testing, to the certification flight-test phase, this uncertainty
is reduced. For a small design change that can be demonstrated using carefully

controlled incremental testing anchored to an existing flight-test data base, the

uncertainty may be quite low. However, for a completely new engine and new

airplane design, decisions on airplane go-ahead and customer guarantee offerings

typically must be made when uncertainties are reasonably high.

Risk Assessment

The confidence of complying with a certification requirement or customer guaran-

tee level or, alternately, the risk of not complying--is calculated from the nominal

noise level estimate, the overall uncertainty, and the compliance requirement, as

shown in figure 8. For a single point guarantee, if the nominal estimate is equal to

the compliance requirement, the compliance risk is 50 percent, characteristically an

unacceptable situation. If the nominal estimate is one standard deviation (sigma)

below the requirement, the risk of noncompliance is approximately 16 percent--or,

alternately, the compliance confidence is about 84 percent.
For assessments involving more than one compliance point, the risk assessment

calculation is more complicated. For example, in a FAR Part 36 certification, there

are compliance requirements at three different flight conditions--approach, takeoff,
and sideline--and limited exceedances are permitted at one or two points provided

that there are compensating margins at the other conditions(s). (This situation is

pictured graphically in figure 3, in which the three axes represent the noise at the

three flight conditions, and the region inside the beveled geometric figure represents
situations of compliance, and that outside the figure noncompliance.) The risk
assessment calculation involves calculating the probability that the result will comply

with the requirement (i.e., it will lie within the beveled geometric figure). The result

depends on the relationship between the three nominal noise level estimates and

their respective certification requirements, together with the overall uncertainties at
the three conditions and the assumed degree of dependence of these uncertainties on

one another.

Design Requirements, Objectives,

Margins, and Risk

As can be deduced from the previous discussion, the imperfections in noise

prediction and measurement processes make it imperative that the design targets
for an airplane's noise levels be below the levels that the airplane is expected to

meet. During the initial stages of a preliminary design, the design requirements and

objectives are established, resulting in tolerances appropriate to the situation.

Design Requirements and Objectives

A design requirement is just that--a criterion that an airplane design must satisfy

prior to go-ahead. Examples of design requirements are that the airplane be designed
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to meet FAR Part 36 with 90-percent confidence, that the airt)lane be designed to be
nominally quieter than a competitor's airplane at a certain airt)ort for a certain crit-
ical mission, or that the spee, eh interference level in the first-class cabin not exceed

a certain value with 80-percent confidence. If the airplane does not meet a require-

ment, it is unac(:eptable and mtlst be redesigned, an(l the redesigned airplane must be
re-evaluate(t.

A design objective is a less stringent goal than a design requirement. An objective

is ext)ected to be met, but does not constitute an absohtte requirement for the design
to proceed to production go-ahead. Design objectives, nevertheh+ss, are intended to

make the airplane more marketable an(t more t)rofitable tbr the airline, ctlstomer.
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Dcsiqn MaT:qins

As can I)e seen from the above discussion, for an airplane to meet a requirenlent

with greater than 50-percent confidence (or equivalently a risk below 50 percent),

it. must be designed to have nominal noise level estimates below the nominal

requirement. These required margins, as depicted in figure 9, are derived from

the mlcertainty analysis described above. The larger the Ullcertainty and/or the

lower the acceptable design risk, the larger the margins nmst be. The prediction
and measurement mlcertainties give rise to design and demonstration tolerances,

respect iw_ly.

Probability, De,sign

percent _- risk

f

Nominal Design

noi._(" levol requirenlent

(!Sl illlat 1! or objective

Design margin

Noise

h,v(,l

Figure 9. Dcsi.qT_ margit_ at_d risk.

Dt:sigu Risk

From the cozzcepts of mmertainty analysis, it is not difficult to see that a finite risk

is assoeiate(t with any finite design margin. A key element of airplane (and engine)

(tesign, therefore, is determination of the at)prot)riate risk for a given situation. A
mmlber of factors affect this choi(:e: the znarketability of the airplane; the feasibility

and cost of a redesign, retrofit, and other consequences in the event of noncompliance;

the performance and (:ost penalties associated with designing for lower noise; the

profit potential of the t)rogram; the development cost of the program; and others.

For example, if the development costs of an airplane (or engine.) are very high

and the possibility of subsequent suecessfifl rc(tesign aim retrofit very remote, the

program manager would require a very low risk of noncomplialace (high confidence

of compliance) with a (:ertifi(:ation re(tuirement and therefore a relatively high design

margin. If, on the other hand, the development costs are low, subsequent redesign
and retrofit quite feasil)le, and the goal at)t)licable to very few customers for very

limite(t situations, a reasonably high risk would be approt)riate. Certification risk

typically ranges from 5 t)er(:(_nt to an absolute maximmn of 20 t)ereent.
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Major Design Considerations

Having discussed tile adoption of airplane design requirements, we now discuss the

major aspects of an airplane design which affect the ability to meet these ot)jectives,

tile penalties associated with a low-noise design, and the engineering of derivative
airplanes.

Engine Acquisition

The major source of c_)mmunity noise, and often a significant contributor to the

interior noise of an airplane, is the propulsion system, exemt)lified |)y figure 10. The

propulsion system in(:ludes both the basic gas generator whi(:h includes the fan (or
propeller), the compressor, combustor, and turbine an(t the nacelle which includes

the inlet, exhaust nozzles, and thrust reverser. The basic gas generator and (in recent
years) often the nacelle are supplied by an engine company. The engineering of the

installe(t propulsion system is a cooperative effort among the engine comi)any , the

airplane manufacturer, and (in some cases) a nacelle mamffacturer. This engineering
effort is very criti(:al to the airplane noise and warrants st)e(:ial discussion.

Inh_t

Turbine
C[)nll)ressor blades

all(I VKII('S _ klllll ValIUN

('OllJt)llN_of

Figure 10. High-bypass-ratio engine (znd nacelle.

Engine Specification and Guaranteed Noise Levels

An engine specification is a description of the engine and other parts of the

prot)ulsion system that the engine company supplies. It normally includes noise

guarantees, that is, noise levels that the engine is required to meet. As in the airplane
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speeifieatit)n, these may be expressed in terms of noininal levels and tolerances,

not-to-exceed levels (that have the tolerance already incorporated), or merely the

guarantee t t) comply with certain regulatory levels. Tyt)ically, the engine corot)any

must guarantee the flight noise levels.

The engine corot)any is frequently required to meet certain noise levels during

ground static ot)eration. The engine company also may COmlnit to provide grtmnd
static test data during the develt)t)ment program and to carry out a re(:overy t)rogram

if certain noise levels are exceeded. Tile t)urpose of these ground test rettuirements

is to ot)tain an early assessment and resolution of any potential noise I)roblems and

therefore avoid an unsatisfactory airplane and/or an ext)ensive retrofit.

Compliance Demonstration

An engine noise compliance demonstration can be of different fi)rms. Usually it
is tied to the method by which the airplane is certified; if possible, the engine eom-

t)lianee (temonstration and the airplane compliance demonstration are aecomt)lished
with the same test and the same t)asie data. This philosophy avoids the necessity to

compound demonstration tolerances for two different tests and motivates the engine

and airplane manufacturers to work together toward a common goal: a quiet airplane

that meets its noise requirements and objective.s. In effect, the airt)lane certification

risk is shared by the engine corot)any and the airplane manufacturer.

If the engine is the first to be introduced on a model, the engine and airplane

compliance test is usually the FAR Part 36 (:ertifieation flight test. In adtlition to

the priinary test, the airplane is flown at very low power to demonstrate the airframe

noise levels an(t at various power settings and altitudes in level flight to provide a

(:omt)rehensive data base for filture intert)olation and family plan analyses.

If the engine is not the first to be introduced on a model and the family plan
con(:ept is used to certify the airIflane, then the engine noise coinpliance test is often

a ground static test of a single representative engine on a test stand with a turl)ulenee

inflow control structure, shown in figure 11. The turbulence inflow control structure
reduees the inflow turbulence to the fan, which is typically much higher statically

than in flight, so that tile resulting fan noise generation is ret)resentative of the flight
situation. As explained previously, the results of this test, together with results of

a previous engine ground test and airplane flight test with the original engine, are
used to calculate the certified noise levels of the. airplane.

Major Design Parameters for
Community Noise

During the preliminary design of an airplane, a number of key decisions are made

which significantly affect the community noise of an airplane. In addition to their

noise implications, these (leeisions affect safety, performance, manufacturing cost,

and maintainability of the airplane and/or engine.

Number of Engines

The nmnl)er of engines on an airt)lane can significantly affect the airplane noise,

particularly at takeoff. As explained previously, for a given total (engine-out) thrust
requirement, an airplane with fewer engines tends to have (with all engines operating)

higher total takeoff thrust, an(t hence higher maximum si(leline noise levels. On the
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Fig.wrc I 1. Fan flight noise sim'ul_ltion full-scab_ testing.

other hand, the same airplane has superior climbout t)erformance anti lower noise at

the takeoff certificati(m point and other points beneath the fligtLt track. Tim effe(:t of

higher altitude is usually stronger than the effect of higher thrust. Thus, on t)almwe,
for the same takeoff gross weigilt, an airplane with few(,r engines tends to trove lower
noise on takeoff.

Engine Design

The power plant lyp(, and I)erformance cycle hay(' a maj()r influence, on th('.

conmmnity noise of an airplane. The evolution of the tm'l)ojet anti turl)ofan engine

has signifi(:antly affe('.t(_d noise. There has be(m a contimfing trend toward higtmr

engine bypass ratios, starting with the turbojet (with n() bypass flow), to the low-

bypass-rail() engine, to th(' high-l)yt)ass-ratio engine. Fngine cycle analysis studies

show that tm'bine materials and cooling improvements, (:out)le(t with improved fan
aero(tynamics, make possible significant tirol consumption advantages with higher

t)ypass ratios. A tfigher byt)ass ratio results in a larger mass flow of air being

accelerated to a lower exhaust velocity (to develop a given am(rant of thrust) and/or
greater power extra(:tion from the turbine reducing the primary jet velocity. A major

community noise implication of this trend ix reduced jet noise associated with tim

reduced turbulence intensity of the jet effiux. This historical trent1 is illustrated in

figure 12.

This trend toward higher bypass ratios, larger diameter engines, and reduced

jet noise has resulte(l in greater relative importance ()t' fan noise and other internal
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sources, which stimulated the development of sound-absorbing duct lining and low-

noise fan blade design techniques. The noise from airplanes powered by high-bypass-
ratio engines is typically quite well balanced between fan and jet noise.

Power Plant Location

The engines on a subsonic commercial airliner are typically either mounted on

struts attached near the leading edge of the wing or closely coupled to the fuselage
at the rear of the airplane. Three-engine airplanes have the center engine integrated

into the tail cone and/or empennage. The community noise is affected by this
configuration choice. Exhaust flows from wing-mounted engines often interact with

the wing flaps to cause jet-flap interaction noise. Improvements in engine installation

aerodynamics have made possible more closely coupled engines, resulting in a greater
need to consider not only this jet-flap interaction noise, but also jet-wing interaction

noise. Rear-mounted engines can benefit from shielding of fan noise by the fuselage,
wings, flaps, and wing wake.

Thrust-to- Weight Ratio

Another parameter that affects community noise is the thrust-to-weight ratio of
the airplane. A higher thrust-to-weight ratio results not only from selection of fewer

engines but also from selection of a larger engine to obtain greater cruise thrust,
greater climb thrust, or shorter takeoff field length. Again the sideline noise tends
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to be controlled by the thrust level, while the takeoff noise is strongly affected by

tile climbout performance.

Flap Systems

Tile (tesign of tile flap systmn of an airplane has several noise implications. A more

sophisticated flap system can mean a more efficient airt)lane on takeoff, resulting in

higher altitudes and lower noise on the ground under the flight path. The design
of the approach flap system can significantly affect nol only the thrust required on

approach but also the airfi'ame noise and jet-flaI) interaction noise.

Engine Nacelle

The design of the engine nacelle, particularly the quality and extent of tile
acoustic treatment in the inlet and fan exhaust, can significantly affect fan noise

(an(t other internal noise sources).

Penalties for Noise Reduction

The previous chapters of this book have dealt in considerat)le depth with the

physics of noise generation and suppression; and the initial impression of tile reader

might be that noise reduction technology is readily available to achieve low noise
levels without serious penalties to the airt)lane. This is not the case. To the contrary,

each noise reduction feature of an airplane must be assessed careflflly to determine

the lint)act on airplane thrust, installed thrust-specific fuel consulnt)tion, weight and

balance, drag, manufa('turing (:()st, maintenance cost, safety, and dispatch reliability.

Cost-Benefit Law of Diminishing Returns

Noise reduction, like many other environmental I)enefits, can often be represented

by a cost-benefit curve of a typical qualitative shape, as represented in figure 13. The
cost axis may represent a parameter such as block fiud or direct operating cost for

a giw_'n payload an(l range. The t)enefit axis may t)e noise reduction at one of the
FAR Part 36 certification locations, average design margin at the three flight l)oints,

certification confidence level, reduction in footprint contour area, reduction in speech

interference level or OASPL in the passenger cat)in, or any other noise benefit.

Each point on the curve reI)resents a point (tesign, in particular, that (lesign
which results in the minimum penalty for that particular noise level. All other

designs corresponding to that noise level lie above tile cost-benefit curve. In other
words, optimum designs for a given noise level or for a given amount of penalty lie

on the curve, and all other designs lie to the left and at)ove the curve.

It is important to observe tile shat)e of the cost-benefit curve. Initial increments
of noise reduction have are, latively low cost comt)ared with fi_rther increments of

t)enefit. Eventually, the, curve has a vertical slot)e, which represents the, maximum

possible noise reduction, in most cases at a prohil)itive penalty. If tile noise reduction

is expressed in terms of a FAR Part 36 noise level, the term "technologically

practicable" refers to the limit impose(t by the vertical asymptote of the line, an(t
the, term "economically reasonable" is related to the slot)e of the line at the required

level of noise reduction.
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Figure 13. Cost-benefit law of diminishing returns.

Community Noise Example

An example of a cost-benefit curve is represented by figure 14, from reference 5.

The curve was actually developed to assess the penalties associated with various

hypothetical requirements during the Boeing evaluation of the FAR Part 36 stage 3

noise levels when they were first proposed. Each point on the line corresponds to a

different degree of acoustic treatment. The penalty is the additional fuel consumption
of the airplane corresponding to the additional weight and drag of the heavier and

larger nacelles. The benefit is the reduction in the noise level (relative to the stage 2
requirement that was applicable at the time of the evaluation). It can be seen that,

for this particular airplane and mission, the requirement to satisfy the FAR Part 36

stage 3 EPNL (which is 3.5 dB below the stage 2 EPNL) resulted in a penalty of

approximately 3 percent in fuel consumption when design margins are included in
the assessment.

Interior Noise Example

A second example of a cost-benefit curve is illustrated by figure 15. In this

particular case, a number of sidewall treatment options were evaluated, and the

weight penalty associated with each option was estimated by the designers. This

display enabled the designers to eliminate some designs as being heavier than others
for the same noise reduction, or less effective, from a noise reduction standpoint than

others at the same weight.
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Effect of Tcch_tology hnpro+,ement

The effect of techn()logy improv('ments (m the (:ost-b(wt_(,fit eta'v(, ix worthy of SOlll(_

discussion. The cost-benefit curve represents a given level of t(_chnology or state of

the art in d(;signing airplanes. Technology imi)rovements resulting from research
programs in noise (and in other technologies) can shift the cost-benefit curve down

and to the right, as indicated in figure 16. In other words, additional noise reduction

can be obtained at the s;tiile penalty, and/or the sail/l; it(rise redm:tion can be obtaine<l
at a less severe penalty.

1Returning to the exallll)h, of figure 14, an improvetn(,lit ill the a(x)usti(: te(:hnoh)gy
inw)lved in treatmellt <tesigil would result in additional noise r(;duction within a given

nacelle and hence stiift, the line to the right. On the ottier hand, an inlt)rovenient in

nlaterials technoh)gy that Wollhl illa, ke possit)le a lighter tl_welle of the Sallle shape
and size wouht shift the curve downward.

It is seen from the abow_ example that improwmlents in noise te(:hnoh)gy and in

t('(:hliologies that affect the penalties associated with th(, nots(; re(hictioll togt;thcr

make lower noise hwels ill<we e(:onotnically r(msonat)te _til(t lilt)re technoh)gi('ally
practicabh_.

Derivative Airplanes

Tiw t)r(wious s(;ction discussed the typical stel)S ill (teveh>lfiiig the fiirst (h;sign of a

particular nio(tcl, for (,xaliq)le, a Boeing 747-100. A (hwivaiiv(+ airplane, for exanq)h;,

a Boeing 747-200, ix |)as('(t on a design (terived from the first of the tnodel or parent

airt)lane. The llois(' ellgine(,ring relies as much its t)()ssil)le <)li kiiowh_(tg(_ of the noise
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aspects of the parent airplane. Analyses are performed incrementally relative to the
established noise levels of the parent airplane.

Growth Airplanes

Many derivative airplanes simply represent growth versions of the parent airplane.
There are two typical types of growth: (1) growth in payload, usually accompanied

by a lengthening of the fuselage, and (2) growth in range, usually accompanied by

higher takeoff thrust and gross weight, together with an increase in fuel capacity, and

perhaps a reduction in fuselage length and passenger capacity. Growth airplanes are

the natural evolution that results from (1) improvements in technology, (2) engineer-

ing development and refinement based on operating experience with the airplane, and

(3) the requirements of the air transportation system for airplanes with a variety of
payload and range characteristics without incurring the incremental maintenance,

training, and engineering costs associated with introducing a completely new model

into the operating fleet. The potential for growth must be preserved during the de-

sign of the parent airplane, including the provision for adequate noise design margins
to accommodate the typical increases in noise with growth.

Alternative Engines

In some cases, derivative airplanes result from alternative engines becoming

available and being installed. For example, the airplane manufacturer may wish
to generate a more competitive supplier situation by means of introducing a second

engine supplier with a very similar engine. Another situation comes from installing

a significantly improved engine from a fuel and/or noise standpoint, for example, the

introduction of the high-bypass-ratio SNECMA/GE CFM56 on the Boeing 737-300

airplane and the refanned Pratt & Whitney JT8D engine on the McDonnell-Douglas
MD-80.

Major Operational Considerations

The previous sections of this chapter have dealt with design considerations of an
airplane. This section deals with the effects on noise levels of the manner in which

an airplane is operated. These operational considerations are closely related to the
design itself and are considered during the design process.

The major determinant of the noise level of an airplane is the design of the

airplane itself. There is some ability, however, to vary operational procedures to

affect the certification noise levels of the airplane, its ability to meet local airport
requirements, or its environmental impact in certain comnmnities.

Takeoff Operational Procedures

For a given airplane design, the noise under the flight path (and to the sideline)
during takeoff is determined by the thrust, flap, rotation, and landing gear schedules.

These factors, in turn, control the altitude and flight speed, which, together with

the power setting itself, determine the noise for a given (flap and landing gear)
configuration. An example of the wide variety of noise signatures associated with
different schedules is shown in figure 17 (from ref. 6) which describes different

operational procedures and the resulting noise under the flight path. Comparison of
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the noise aspects of different takeoff flight procedures usually results in lower noise

levels for one procedure at some points in the community, accompanied by higher

noise levels at other points.
When noise in proximity to an airport is not important, the normal procedure is

to maintain full takeoff thrust rating until reaching a given altitude, after which the

thrust is reduced to climb thrust.

Noise-Abatement Cutback

A takeoff procedure that is sometimes used over noise-sensitive communities

involves reducing the power to a lower, but safe, level to reduce the noise exposure
to the community near the airport. This results in a shallower climbout and tends

to increase the noise over parts of the community farther from the airport, as seen

from figure 17. A particular special case of a noise-abatement thrust cutback is that

permitted by FAR Part 36 (ref. 1) and ICAO Annex 16 (ref. 3) for noise certification

under the takeoff flight path.
The safety of thrust cutback during in-service operations is, of course, paramount

and can be enhanced by automated features in the flight guidance and control system

which provide for automatic rapid thrust increases in the remaining engines in the

event of an engine failure.

Reduced-Power Takeoff

When the takeoff field length is not critical, an airplane is sometimes operated

at takeoff thrust below the maximum rating; this option tends to extend engine life
and lower maintenance costs. In this case, the sideline noise is lower than with full

takeoff power; however the liftoff point is delayed, initial climb rate is reduced, and

thus the noise benefits under the flight path are reduced or eliminated.

Rotation Point and Overspeed

Another flight procedure that can be invoked when takeoff field length is not

critical is to delay rotation, resulting in overspeeding the airplane compared with its

typical rotation velocity. This tends to reduce sideline noise, increase noise under the

flight path at liftoff, but permit lower takeoff flap settings, more favorable lift-to-drag

ratio, and higher climb rates resulting in lower noise farther from liftoff.

Flight Track Selection and Variation

In addition to variations in thrust, flaps, landing gear, and rotation schedules,

the takeoff noise in the community can be affected by the choice of flight tracks.

Routing airplanes over large bodies of water, industrial areas, or sparsely populated

areas instead of over densely populated residential areas can significantly reduce

complaints. An example of such a strategy is that developed in the 1970's for
the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport; eastbound flights taking off to the north

were routed over the industrial area and Puget Sound before turning east over the

residential areas of Seattle and its eastern suburbs. As a result, the airplanes were

at much higher altitude over these residential areas, and community exposure was
reduced.

Consistency Versus Special Procedures

The many possibilities of flight procedures might be misconstrued to imply that

a given airline should fly the same airplane in a different manner at each different
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airport or that each airplane at a giwm airport can fly an optinnnn proce(hu'e

independent of the procedure being used by other airplanes taking off and landing
in the same community. Either of these hypothetical situations can cause eonfllsion

an(l/or increase workload on the part of the pilot, which can have safety implications.

Therefore special proce(hlres are not used as extensively as if noise abatement were

the predominant objective. Safety remains the first priority in selecting takeoff

l)roee(hlres an(l flight tracks.

Landing Operational Procedures

As with takeoff, lan(ting operational pro(:e(lures can be varie(l somewhat t.o affe(:t

the eertifi(:al)ility of the, airplane, its ability to meet local airport requirements, ()r

its environmental impact on (:ertain eOnlmunities.

Similar to the takeoff situation, for a given airplane (tesign, the noise un(ler the

at)proach flight t)ath (and to the sideline) is (tetermine(t by the thrust, flap, and

lan(ling gear schedules. For the typical landing situation, the gross weight an(1

at)t)roa(:h st)ee(t determine the required lift, (:oetficient. The flap setting and re(tuired

lift, (:oefficient (leternfine tile angle of attack. The flap setting, landing gear position,

an(1 angle of attack determine the drag coefficie, nt, which, together with the gli(te

sh)pe, determines the thrust require(t. The altitude is determiimd by the glide slope
an(t the (listan(:e from threshold. Thus, the noise-deternfining parameters (thrust,

altitu(te, and flight Ma('h number) are fixe(l t)y approach speed, flap setting, an(t

gli(le sh)I)e.

The normal landing approach follows a 3 ° glide slope and the flap setting

(:orr(_st)(m(ls to the minimum safe landing speed. This results in a reasonat)ly high

lan(ling thrust i'e(tuirenlent an(I typically corresponds to higher than nlininmm noise

()I1 at)l)roa(:h.

Decelrralin9 Approach

In a decelerating approach, as the airplane proceeds down the glide slope, the

flight speed is progressively reduce(t to the final landing speed, with a corresponding

increasing angle of attack and increasing thrust until the final approach thrust is

rea(:hed. The decreased thrust redu(:es the noise levels during the initial phases of

final at)t)roach.

Reduced Flap Settb_gs

Al)l)roaeh noise may also be de(:reased by reducing the flap setting, retaining the

lift by in(:reasing the landing sI)ee(t, and hence reducing the drag and the re(tuired

thrust. The result is reduced noise at the expense of longer landing field length and
a(htitional tire and brake wear.

Multisegment Approach

In a nmltisegment approach procedure, the initial segments are carried out at a

steeper glide slope. These segments re(tuire lower approach thrust, which, together

with the higher altitu(te, reduces approach noise. The overall efl'e(:t is usually snlall,

sin(:e at)t)roa(:h noise in the (:omnmnity remote from the airport is not typically as

imt)ortant on lan(ting as on takeoff.
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Consistency Versus Spc:cial Procedures

Tile same comments made previously regarding takeoif t)roeedures also apply t()
landing l)roee(hlres. Safety is again the t)arainount (_(msi(h!rati(m.

The Design and Development Process

The noise engineering ast)eets of au airplane are a part of a very complex design

process that has mauy engineering and economic factors au(l ('au re(tuire as much as

5 years to comt)lete. This section outlines typical 1)hases and milestoues for a _ew

airplane model.

The Preliminary Design Phase

The prelimiuary design phase of an airplane in(:ludes the determination of

customer airline llee(ts, together with enough depth ill t.h(_ airplane and major
subsystem (tesigtl to assure that the airplane ('a_l meet these uee(ls.

Initial PrelimiTmry Design and Airline Discussions

The initial prelimiuary design of an airplane involves deveh_t)ing an understanding

of the airline customers' m'e(ls in terms of t)ayloa(l, rauge, e('onomies, commuldty and

interior noise, airplane pri(:e, and other paraIncters. These needs arc translated into

an airplane design, i_leludiug layout drawings that iucori)orate the major asl_e(:ts of

the configuration.

Iifitial discussions with engine supt)liers result in selection of candidate engines,

together with installation concepts and acoustic treatmei_t designs. For these

airplanes and iustalled t)rotmlsioil systems, the spectra a11(t (lire(:tivity of each

(treated) propulsion and airframe noise sour(:e are estimated, summed, and projecte(t

to points in the community at which flight noise time histories are ,:onstrueted. These

time histories are theu used to estimate flight uoise levels, which are corot)areal

with design requiremeHts and objectives at specific h)catiol_s and also to estimate
ccrtification confideu(:e. If the engine model is already in operation on another

airplane type, available flight data are used in the analysis. If the engine is in the

initial development phase, gromld test data may |)e available for these analyses.

During this same t)hase of the develot)ment process, the (:orrest)on(ling work for

interior noise, i11clu(ling preliminary treatment (tesigHs. is carrie, d out. The airplane

(lesigu effort ml(t the airliue discussiolls are iterative al_(t interactive. During this

period, the (tesigH re(tuirem(,nts an(t objectives are a(lot)te(], itlclu(tillg those for noise.

Initial Application for T.qpe Certificate

As the airplane begins to take shape, preliminary al)plication is made to one or

more certifying authorities, for example, the FAA, fi)r a type certificate. Associated

with this application are (liseussions regar(ling the plan for noise certification of the

airplane. For example, if the airplane is the first of a model, a certification flight test

is require(l. If it is a deriw_tive airplane with a new engine, family plan certification

may be proposed. The result of this phase is a st)e(:ifie plan for noise (:ertifieation.

Preliminary Design Revww

At the culmination of the preliminary design effort, a preliminary design review

is eon(lucted to scrutinize the design that has evolve(t. A team of exi)erts reviews the
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design to develop an independent opinion of its quality and at)propriateness. This

review is often accompanied by audits of (tifferent aspects of the design, including

noise. Noise levels and risk assessments are reviewed in detail. Major design changes
beyond this time period can seriously affect program cost and schedule.

Configuration Freeze

Following the preliminary design review, the configuration is usually "fi'ozen." In

effect the freeze al)t)lies to the major ast)ects of the design. Detaile(t (tesign has not

yet been accomplished, but there is high confidence that the major aspects will be

amenable to successfifl detailed design.

Airplane and Engine Specifications

The t)rocess of preliminary design of the airplane and engine includes the
formulation of airplane and engine si)ecifications , both of which include noise

level estimates and guarantees. These specifications are the basis for contractual

comndtnmnts by the airplane mamffacturer and engine supt)lier, rest)ectively.

The Firm Commitment Phase

After the t)reliminary design phase, the airt)lane develot)Inent moves into the

firm commitment phase firm commitments on the part of the airline customers,
the engine sut)pliers, and the airl)lane manufacturer.

Firm Proposals to Airline Customers

When the preliminary design and airt)lane and engine sI)ecifications have been

comt)lete(1, the next step in airt)lane deveh)t)ment t)rocess is that of making firm

proposals to the airline customers. These proposals include guarantees for commu-

nity, interior, an(t ramp noise. The guarantees may vary for different customers,
depending on st)ecific needs in terms of local airt)ort regulations, route structures,

and interior noise configurations and desires.

Engineering Go-Ahead

At engineering go-ahead, detailed design of the airplane begins, with the goal of

supporting a given production schedule with an airplane that meets the specification.

In order to protect the delivery date of the frst airplane, engineering go-ahead may be

authorized before the stet)s necessary fi)r a production go-ahead have been comt)leted.

Initial Orders a_d Production Go-Ahead

An airplane manufacturer re(tuires a certain nunll)er of airplane l)urchase com-

mitments by the airline customers prior to a t)roduction go-ahead. Once the required

Immber of orders is obtained, a fifll production go-ahead is made, and the engine
contracts are signe(t. This go-ahead includes a commitment to incur the immense

costs of hard tooling for manufacturing.

The Final Design and Fabrication Phase

After firm cominitments have been made, the next phase of the airplane develot)-

ment process is the detailed design and initiation of mamffacturing, which cuhninates

in rollout of the prototype airplane.
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Detailed Design

The detailed design of the airplane includes the design of the hardware that

inflltenees conmmnity, interior, and ramp noise. The noise engineer works w_ry closely

with hardware designers, manufacturing people_, and engine conlpany engineers to

develo t) the ot)tiimml design. Details of acoustic (reatnlent, structural dainl)ing ,

and interior trim panels are among tile de(:isions that are made during this t)hase.
Often, develot)mental testing of sele_cted hardware elements is conducted to assm'e

the desired acoustic performance.

Manufacturing and Rollout

The design t)hase (tow'tails into the mamlfacturing I)hase. The fabrication of the

first parts and lnajor subassemblies, delivery of the first engines, and final assembly

of the first airplane are, of course, major steps in the d(_veh)t)nlent tlr()(:ess.
A key event for the first airplane is the rolhmt, ill which the first airt)tane of

the model leaves the final assembly buihting, usually a(:(:(mlt/anied |)y (:onsi(lerable

publicity.

The Flight-Test and Certification Phase

After rollout, the airplane enters the flight-test and (:ertifi(:ation phase, whi(:h

culminates in tile first d(_livery to a customer.

After several weeks or months of taxi tests, th(_ first [light of the airplane is

performed by the flight-test organization. Initial flight noise measurements are often

made at this time to identify any ulfforese, en noise level (:hara(:teristics as early as

possible.

The certification flight-test program for a new type of airt)lane typically includes a
noise (:ertification flight test, witnessed by tile certificating authority, to dclnonstrate,

coinpliance, with FAR Part 36 (ref. 1) anti tile ICA() Amlex 16 (ref. 3) requirenlents.
Detaih'(t docmnentation of the test is submitte(t as (_viden(:e of coini)lianee.

In addition to the certification flight test, a(htitional testing is typically per-

formed to demonstrate ('onlpliance with guarantees t,o airline custonlers. Additional

commmlity noise testing may be required; ms a minimum, interior and ramp noise

,:omt)liance must t)(_ demonstrate(t.

The cuhninatiou of the engineering pro(:ess is the iuitial delivery of the airplane
to tile (:ustonler.

Product Improvement and Derivative
Phase

Tile noise engineering does not end with delivery ,)t' the first airplane. Product

imt)rovements (to the engine and/or airframe) and/or major (terivatives require effort
until the (hdivery of the last airplane of a model.

PTvd'aet lmpwveme_lt,s

After the design and delivery of the prototype airplane, an airplane model is

contimmlly improw_d throughout its production lifi_. The design is modified to

improve performan(:e, enhance passenger and airline appeal, and reduce cost. Each

design modification is (:he('ke(t for noise implications. For any change that has noise
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inlt)lications, the manufacturer must subnfit evidence to the FAA (and/or otiwr

certification agencies) that the resulting certification levels still comply with tile
applicable regulatory requirements. This step is often done by analysis; sometimes

engine ground testing or flight testing may be necessary.

Derivative Airplanes

The previous discussion focused on the typical steps in developing the first design

of a particular model. The same basic steps are perforlned for a derivative airplane

as for the first of a model; however the central idea is to use as nmch of the design of
the original airplane as possible, in order to significantly reduce cost and flow time

fi'Onl that required for the parent design. Correspondingly, tim noise engineering

relies as mucil as possible on knowledge of tim noise aspects of the parent airplane
(and engine). Analyses are performed incrementally relative to the establisimd noise

lew_is of the parent; designs of various noise aspects are identical or similar within

the limitation that they still meet the design requirements and objectives of the
derivative.

Tile certification of a derivative airplane is also based on that of the parent

airplane to the greatest degree possible. In some cases, the noise changes can be
silown by analysis to be negligible, for example, if the same engine is used and the

gross weight increase is very small. In other cases, a supplemental flight test is
needed to extend the data into a higher gross weight range. For a new engine, the

family plan certification scheme described previously is often used, in which ground

test increments are superimposed on the flight-test data base of the parent.

Noise Engineering of Other Flight Vehicles

The previous discussion has centered upon tile engineering of subsonic commerciai

airliners powered by conventional turbojet or turbofan engines, which represent the

largest silare of the noise engineering and certification to this point in time. The

basic ideas and philosophies of applying noise engineering principles to other flight
vehMes are similar, with differences in emphasis resulting from differences in the

fimction of the vehicle and the applicable regulatory climate.

Propeller Airplanes

The propeller airplanes that preceded the turbojets as the mainstay of the

conlmercial fleet were certificated prior to the age of noise regulations. Smaller (less
than 12 500 lb takeoff gross weight) propeller-driven airplanes are subject to FAR,

Part 36 (ref. 1, appendix F) requirements, which are specified in terms of maximunl

A-weighted sound level for level flyovers at 1000 ft.
Recent aerodynamic developments have resulted ill renewed interest in advanced

high-speed propellers as a propulsion system with the potential for significant tirol

savings compared with the turbofan. These ultrahigh-bypass-ratio engines will have

no inlet or fan duct available for acoustic treatment and will have low-frequency
propeller tones that must be recognized and controlled in both the community and

tim interior noise engineering process. Also, in the absence of inlets to control an(l

direct the flow upstream of the propeller, forward speed simulation, as is available

with wind tunnel testing, will be required fi)r valid sinmlation of flight noise during
isolated tests of engines or propellers.
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Military Airplanes

In military airplane design, noise is not as important as in the design of conuner-

cial airplanes, partly because their utility is not typically in proximity to populated
communities and partly because of the paramount perfornlance requirements of a

military airplane. FAA an(t ICAO noise requirements apply specifically only to civil
aircraft, an(l military requirements are typically less striilgent. However, some mil-

itary procurement (:ontracts require compliance with FAR Part 36 unless serious

losses in performance would result.
The near-field noise of high-performance closely coupled t)ower plants has sonic

fatigue implications that are important in sexvice life design.

Supersonic Transports

Noise is a major consideration in supersonic transport design. Supersonic cruise

performance considerations tend to promote low-diameter, high-pressure-ratio, low-

bypass-ratio engine (h_signs, which in turn result in much higher jet noise than a high-

bypass-ratio engine. Noise considerations may drive the propulsion system design to

a variable-cycle engine, having higher bypass ratios an(t lower noise on takeoff, and

lower bypass ratios at cruise for superior supersonic cruise perforumnce.
An ad(titional importaut consideration is the en route noise associated with sonic

booms cause(t by shock waves fixed with the airframe _xten(ling to the ground. FAR

Part 91 (ref. 2) prohibits supersonic flight over U.S. land, and thus prevents sonic

t)ooms (reaching the groun(t) from civil aircraft. This requirement plays a significant

role in the design of a sut)('rsouic transt)ort.
Boundary-layer noise at supersonic cruise Math mmd)ers is critical to tim pas-

senger acceptance of a supersonic transport airplane.

Business Jets

Business jets are sut_je(:t to tile same FAR, Part 36 noise regulations a_s commercial

airliners. Because of their small size, most business jet airplanes meet FAR

Part 36 standards, particularly those being produce(l with high-bypass-ratio engines.

However, t)usilless .i(_ts make frequent use of small airports, at which stringent local

airport regulations often al)ply. Consequently there are t)ressures toward low-noise

designs.

Rotorcraft

Helicopters are subject to FAR Part 36 (ref. 1, appell(tix H) and ICAO Amlex 16

(ref. 3, chapter 8) (.(_rtification requirements for noise. Helicopters face sever(',
constraints because they operate close to pol)ulated areas, both at helil)orts an<l

en route. Rotor noise, particularly from the main rotor(s), is the most prevalent
source. Interior noise and vibration due to both the rotor(s) and the gearbox are

also very important (tesigll considerations.
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Glossary of Terms

Absorption coefficient--The ratio of sound energy absorbed by a surface to the

sound energy incident upon the surface.

Acoustic power level (PWL)--Ten times the logarithm to the base 10 of the

ratio of the acoustic power of a sound source to a reference power:

W

PWL = 10 logl0 W_r_f' dB

where, in this text, Wref -- 10-12 W and W is the radiated acoustic power

corresponding to a particular frequency bandwidth.

Acoustic shadow region--A region in which sound pressure levels decrease rapidly

as distance increases. It exists at distances larger than those for which the limiting

rays refracted upward just miss the ground.

Active noise control--The use (by electronic means) of auxiliary sound sources

to cancel or partially cancel the original sound field.

Airborne noise---Noise generated by aeroacoustic sources such as propellers and

jet exhausts. It impinges directly on the external aircraft surfaces and is then
transmitted into the cabin.

Atmospheric refraction--Varying conditions of wind and temperature with

height in the atmosphere result in a varying speed of sound which causes sound
waves to propagate along curved paths. For upwind propagation, the sound speed

generally decreases with height and ray paths curve upward. In a temperature
inversion or for propagation downwind, the ray paths curve downward.

A-weighted sound pressure level (SLA)--Sound pressure level that has been

weighted to approximate the response of the human ear. It is measured with a
standard sound level meter equipped with an "A" weighting network.

Bulk absorber acoustic duct liner--Consists of a single-layer construction with

a solid backplate and a porous face sheet of negligible resistance. The cavity
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between the backplate and face sheet is filled with a fibrous mat having very
small air passages.

Cabin insertion loss--Loss determined by subtracting cabin sound pressure levels
measured after the acoustic treatment is in place from levels measured before

treatment installation. Treatment may sometimes increase the sound pressure
level; therefore, insertion loss can be negative.

Cutoff, cut-on modes--Acoustic duct modes which are attenuated with distance

and carry no acoustic power are referred to as being "cutoff," while modes which
propagate in the usual sense are said to be "cut on."

Decelerating approach--A noise abatement procedure that may be used to

achieve lower noise exposures under the approach path during the initial phases
of final approach. The airplane flight speed is progressively reduced to the final
landing speed, with a corresponding increased angle of attack and increased thrust
until final approach thrust is reached.

Derivative airplanes--Growth versions of the parent airplane which arise as

a result of operational experience, improvements in technology, or customer

demands. Growth in payload and/or range is usually accompanied by higher
takeoff thrust and gross weight and associated higher noise levels.

Diffraction--The amplitude and phase distortion of a sound field due to the
presence of a barrier or other solid body.

Dispersive waves--Those waves whose propagation speed is proportional to the

square root of frequency. For instance, bending waves in a plate are dispersive.

Duct insertion loss--Loss determined by subtracting the sound pressure levels
measured for a hard-wall, untreated duct from those levels measured after
treatment panels have been inserted.

D-weighted sound level (SLD)--Sound pressure level that has been weighted

to reduce the effects of low-frequency noise and to increase the effects of high-
frequency noise. It is measured with a standard sound level meter equipped with
a "D" weighting network.

Eddy convection speed--The speed at which an eddy embedded in the flow is

transported by the flow. Convection speeds are typically 0.5 to 0.7 times the
free-stream value.

Effective perceived noise level (EPNL)--Derived from perceived noise level

(PNL), but includes correction terms for the duration of an aircraft flyover and
the presence of audible pure-tone components.

Equivalent continuous sound level (LEQ)--Calculated from A-level noise

measurements to provide an equivalent steady-state value.
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E-weighted sound level (SLE)--Sound pressure level weighted to approximate

the perceived level of a sound. It is measured with a standard sound level meter

equipped with an "E" weighting network.

Excess attenuation--That attenuation which is over and above that due to normal

geometrical spreading and atmospheric absorption.

Geometrical spreading--The spreading out of acoustical energy as it propagates

away from a source. For the special case of a point source, the corresponding

decrease in sound pressure level is 6 dB per doubling of distance for all frequencies.

Hydrodynamic coincidence--Occurs when the convection speed of the boundary-

layer fluctuating pressure field (about 70 percent of flight speed) equals the

flexural wave speed of the skin structure.

Loudness--The perceived intensity of a sound.

Molecular (classical) absorption--The absorption of sound in the atmosphere
due to the direct transfer of acoustic energy into heat energy through processes

involving viscosity and heat conduction and due to molecular relaxation which
is redistributed into rotational and vibrational modes of the molecules through

binary collisions.

Multisegment approach--A noise abatement procedure that may be used to

achieve lower noise exposures under the approach path during the initial phases

of final approach. The initial segments are carried out at a higher altitude, at a

steeper glide slope, and at a lower approach thrust.

Noise_Sound that produces adverse effects.

Noise abatement cutback--A noise abatement takeoff procedure that is some-

times used and involves reducing the engine power for a short time to a lower,

but safe, level to reduce noise exposures over a certain area. This results in a

shallower climbout angle and tends to increase the noise exposures over other

parts of the community farther from the airport after normal climbout power is

reapplied.

Noise certification of aircraft--Usually a requirement for operation of certain

aircraft, particularly for commercial purposes. Certification rules are set by Fed-

eral and/or international authorities and specify maximum noise levels allowable
during landing approach operations, during takeoff-climbout operations, and in

some cases during en route operations.

Noise exposure forecast (NEF)--Used to determine the relative noise impact
of aircraft noise near an airport. It is expressed as the total summation (on an

energy basis) over a 24-hour period, weighted for the time of day, of the effective

perceived noise level (EPNL) minus the constant 88 dB.
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Noisiness--That characteristic or attribute of a sound which makes it unwanted,

unacceptable, disturbing, objectionable, or annoying and which may be distin-
guishable from loudness, which is also a subjective quantity.

Nondispersive waves--Those waves whose propagation speed is independent of

frequency. For instance, longitudinal and transverse waves are nondispersive.

Normal full-power takeoff--At airports for which noise in proximity to the

airport is not a concern, the normal procedure is to maintain full takeoff rating
until reaching a given altitude, after which the thrust is reduced to climb thrust.

Normal landing approach--Approach which follows a 3 ° glide slope and the

flap setting corresponding to the minimum safe landing speed. This results in a

relatively high landing thrust requirement and in higher noise levels on approach.

Overall sound pressure level (OASPL)--A physical measure which gives equal

weight to all frequencies. This is not standardized t)ut is generally considered to

extend from 20 to 20000 Hz, a range which corresponds to human hearing.

Overspeed takeoff--A noise abatement procedure that may be used to achieve

lower noise exposures along the sideline and far from the airport. Provided field

length is not critical, rotation can be delayed to higher speeds, thus permitting

lower flap settings, more favorable lift-drag ratios, and higher climb rates.

Perceived noise level (PNL)--Calculated from broadband noise measurements

to provide a rating of noisiness for sounds which have similar time durations and

which do not contain strong discrete frequency components.

Reduced flap settings--A noise abatement procedure that may be used to achieve

generally lower noise exposures under the approach path. The lift is maintained

by increased landing speed; hence, the drag and the required thrust are reduced,
but with the requirement of greater field length.

Reduced-power takeoff--A noise abatement procedure that may be used where

takeoff field length is not critical. This results in lower sideline noise levels than

with full takeoff power; however, the liftoff point is delayed and initial climb rate

is reduced, thus eliminating noise benefits under the flight path.

Single-degree-of-freedom acoustic duct liner-- Consists of a single-layer sand-

wich construction with a solid backplate. A porous face sheet and internal parti-
tions are used, as would be provided by honeycomb separator material.

Sound exposure level (SEL)-- A duration-corrected noise metric used to predict

the annoyance of a single noise event such as an aircraft flyover. It is time-

integrated A-level noise and is expressed by the level of an equivalent 1-sec-
duration reference signal.
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Sound pressure level (SPL)-- Equal to 20 times the logarithm to the base 10 of
the ratio of the sound pressure to a reference pressure:

SPL=20 loglo p ,dB
Pref

where, in this text, Pref = 2 × 10 -5 Pa and p is the sound pressure corresponding

to a particular frequency bandwidth.

Speech interference level (SIL)-- Developed to evaluate the effects of aircraft

noise on passenger communications. It is calculated from the arithmetic average

of the sound pressure levels of four octave bands having center frequencies of 500,

1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz.

Structure-borne noise-- Noise generated by mechanical means, such as engine

unbalance, transmitted along the airframe structure, and then radiated into the
cabin.

Turbulent scattering--Occurs due to local variations in wind velocity and tem-

perature which induce fluctuations in phases and amplitudes of the sound waves

as they propagate through an inhomogeneous medium. There is a tendency for

high frequencies to be affected more than low frequencies.

Two-degree-of-freedom acoustic duct liner--Consists of a double-layer sand-
wich construction with a porous septum sheet or midsheet and a porous face

sheet. Internal partitions from material such as honeycomb provide spacings for

the two layers.
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absorption,

atmospheric, 56, 58, 228, 266,
367-370

molecular, 54, 56-58
absorption coefficient, 172, 289, 296,

346-347, 415

absorption of sound, 90, 367-370

cabin, 283, 296, 346-347

classical, 56, 417

acoustic continuity equation, 104-105
acoustic damping, 288-289, 304, 337,

340, 343-344

materials, 343-345

acoustic enclosure, 234, 330-331

acoustic energy, 56, 138-141, 228, 234

acoustic energy density, 138, 139, 141

acoustic energy equation, 104
acoustic energy flux, 138, 139, 141

acoustic equation of state, 104-105

acoustic field equation, 103-105

acoustic fluctuations, 79, 115

acoustic guide, 302, 303, 331,332

acoustic lining,
bulk absorber, 166-167, 172,

175-176, 177, 178, 181-182,

205, 415

ducts, 111-118, 122, 133, 135,

136-138, 143, 147, 148, 165-205

single-degree-of-freedom, 166-167,

170, 171, 174, 176, 177, 182,

186, 198, 418

two-degree-of-freedom, 166-167, 171,
174-175, 176, 177, 181, 198, 419

acoustic-mean-flow interaction, 208,

211,212-214, 220

acoustic modes, 289, 291

acoustic momentum equation,

104-105, 106

acoustic power, 141

acoustic power flow analysis, 298, 300

acoustic power level, 415

acoustic radiation,

ducts, 101-158
efficiency, 301

interior noise, 317, 318, 321-322,

331,333-334, 344

line source, 55

point source, 55

resistance, 299

acoustic reactance, 171, 172, 181, 182,

183, 186, 187, 188, 195, 198

acoustic resistance, 171, 172, 176,
178-181, 182, 183, 186, 187,

188, 195, 197, 299

acoustic shadow region, 72, 76, 77, 82,

86, 90
acoustic transmission. See noise

transmission; sidewall
transmission.

acoustic treatment. See also acoustic

lining; experimental methods,

acoustic treatment; sidewall

treatment; test facilities,
acoustic treatment; trim.

acoustic treatment,

design, 165-205

distributed reacting, 176

ducts, 138-141, 165-205

ejectors, 240, 241,246

performance, 165-205

point reacting, 171, 176

segmented, 200

acoustic velocity, 171
airborne noise, 271,282-315, 415

aircraft. See also quiet aircraft.

aircraft,

advanced supersonic transport, 253,

256, 257

business jets, 412

commercial transports, 383-411

high-speed civil transports, 207,
266-267

military, 412

STOL, 281
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aircraft (continued):
supersonic transports, 207, 412

aircraft derivatives, 402 404, 410, 411

aircraft design, 383-404, 408 411

airline customer needs, 408

manufacturer noise guarantees,
389-390

margins, 395

measurement uncertainty, 391,392
objectives, 394

prediction uncertainty, 391,392

requirements, 393--394

risk, 393-395

true noise level, 391,392

uncertainty analysis, 391 393
aircraft development, 408-411

aircraft noise, 383 412

annoyance, 17 43

community annoyance, 21 30

compliance, 388-390, 394

human response, 1 48

aircraft noise certification, 13, 43-45,

165, 205, 357, 358, 360,
383-390, 408 411,417

family plan, 388 389, 397
aircraft noise measurement. See

flyover-noise measurement.

aircraft operations. See also approach

noise; ramp noise; takeoff noise.
aircraft operations, 404 408

landing procedures, 407 408

takeoff procedures, 404 407

airport noise annoyance, 33--43

airport noise monitors, 359

airport noise regulations, 387, 388

ambient noise. See background noise.
amplitude factor, 62, 63

amplitude fluctuations, 80 81

annoyance. See aircraft noise,

annoyance; airport noise

annoyance; community noise

annoyance; noise annoyance.

approach noise, 384, 385, 386, 407-408

decelerating approach, 407, 416

multisegment, 407, 417

reduced flaps, 407

atmospheric propagation, 53 96
attenuation, 118
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attenuation (continued):

atmospheric, 228, 245, 266

constant, 134
excess, 417

maximum, 134

optimum, 133

aural reflex, 2

A-weighted sound level, 8-9, 15 16, 21,

22, 38, 46, 47, 272, 310, 359, 415
background noise, 28, 30, 39

Bailey's iteration method, 124

base drag, 233, 236, 240, 245

blade-passage frequency, 167, 170, 196,

277, 280, 285, 345 346
boundary layer. See also

thin-boundary-layer
approximation; turbulent

boundary layer.

boundary layer, 133-135, 136

boundary layer noise, 274-277, 283,

306, 322, 336-337, 344, 412

BPF. See blade-passage frequency.

bulk absorber. See acoustic lining,
bulk absorber.

cabin noise. See interior noise.

catalogs, modal density, 301
certification. See aircraft noise

certification.

closed-form solutions, 289

CNEL. See community noise
equivalent level.

coherence, partial, 82, 84

coherence decay parameter, 281

coherence length, 82
coherent theory, 84

coincidence conditions, 275

community noise, 357, 359, 383 393,
397 -401,404-408

community noise annoyance, 21-30

community noise criteria, 45-47

community noise equivalent level, 16

community noise surveys, 33-43, 47,

272-273, 357, 359

attitude factors, 41

demographic variables, 41

duration correlation, 13-15
fear factors, 41

interpretation, 36 37



communitynoisesurveys(continued):
methodology,34 37
reliability,36 37

computerprograms,ANOPP,313,377
convection,208,211,212,213,219,

224,225,270,276,277,281
convectiveamplification,220,221,222,

223,224,225,226,227
correlation,point-to-point,275,276
correlationequations,136-138,139,

140
costbenefits,400-402,403
couplinglossfactors.See statistical

energy analysis, coupling loss
factors.

creeping wave, 77

Cremer's analysis, 173, 174
critical frequency, 276, 343, 344

cross spectral density, 275, 276 277,

281, 306
cutoff. See duct modes, cutoff; ducts,

cutoff ratio.

cut on. See duct modes, cut-on.

data bases, 170, 195 196

day-night average sound level, 16, 28,
39, 40, 46, 47

derivative airplanes, 402, 416

diffraction, 416

dispersive waves, 416
dive tests. See flight tests, dive tests.

DNL. See day-night average sound
level.

doors, 341

Doppler shift, 23, 224, 225, 370, 371
double-wall resonance, 297---298, 339

downward refraction, 72-76, 84

downwind propagation, 72, 73 74, 78,
84

duct acoustics, 101 158, 165-205

nonlinear, 156 158

duct modes,

cutoff, 108 109, 416

cut-on, 108- 109, 416

ducts,

acoustic lining, 111-.118, 122, 133,

135, 136 138, 143, 147, 148,
165 205

Index

ducts (continued):
circular, 105-111, 106, 111-118, 120,

122, 123, 124, 126, 127, 134

cutoff ratio, 108-109, 137-138, 156,
195-196

design, 165 205

design charts, 195-196
design criteria, 166, 171 174

hard-wall, 105 111

noise suppression, 165, 197, 198-202,
203

nonuniform, 142 158, 205

rectangular, 111 118, 120 121, 122,
123, 124, 127, 129, 146

stepped, 142, 147 148
uniform, 105 118

duct wall. See also impedance, duct
wall.

duct wall,
boundary condition, 112 113

specific acoustic admittance, 113

D-weighted sound level, 11 13, 21, 22,
416

ears,
anatomy of, 2 4

integration time, 4, 7, 27
eddies, 208, 211, 212, 213, 214, 219,

224, 227, 228, 248, 258

eddy convection speed, 416

effective perceived noise level, 13, 16,

25, 26, 38, 43, 372, 384, 385,

386, 388, 391,401,416

eigenvalue problems, 113-117, 118-141

ejectors, 228, 229, 240-241,242, 243,

244, 245, 246

engine nacelle, 400

engines,
alternative, 404

bypass, 372, 374, 396, 411,412

design, 398-399
installation effects, 376, 378, 399

jet, 372

noise compliance, 397

noise level, 396-397

propeller-driven, 272, 284, 302 303,
318, 319, 377 381,411

propfan, 377-381
rear-mounted, 316, 345
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engines (continued):

reciprocating, 285, 316, 346
specification, 396 397

thrust-to-weight ratio, 399

turbofan, 101 158, 165-205, 230,

272, 316, 317, 345, 358--364,

371 377, 396

turbojet, 230, 316, 343, 372, 374

turboprop, 316, 318, 319, 343, 345

variable cycle, 229, 230

wing-mounted, 316 317

engine tests, full-scale, 202 205

engine vibration, 281,316 321,322
unbalanced forces, 281,320, 322,

336, 341,346

entrainment, 235, 236, 240

EPNL. See effective perceived noise
level.

equivalent continuous sound level,

15-16, 28, 39, 40, 416
excitation. See also structural

vibration.

excitation, 276, 318, 320 327

exhaust noise,

jet, 281,322

rocket, 281,305-306

experimental methods,

acoustic treatment, 169 170,

173 174, 189 195, 200 205
human response, 17-33

interior noise, 272, 275, 285,

294-295, 297, 302, 303, 314,

322-336, 338, 341

jet noise, 214-228, 229--266

E-weighted sound level, 13, 14, 22, 417

FAR. See regulations, FAA FAR.

far-field noise, 142, 208, 214, 218, 221,
228

fast Fourier transform, 323, 324, 325
FDM. See finite-difference method.

FEM. See finite-element method.

FFT. See fast Fourier transform.

fiberglass, 286-287, 289, 291,297, 303,

304, 314, 330, 340, 347

filters, analog and digital, 96

finite-difference method, 122, 126, 127,

129 130, 142, 147, 149, 152,
289, 295
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finite-element method, 122, 130-131,

142, 146 147, 149, 150,

151 152, 153 156, 289

flap systems. See approach noise,

reduced flaps; takeoff noise, flap
system.

flight paths, 361, 384, 404, 405

flight tests, 240, 267, 388, 410

dive tests, 328, 329

flyover-noise, 358, 359-371,372, 378

interior noise, 274, 275, 277 280,

283-285, 286, 303, 304, 315,
317, 327-328, 344

simulated, 259, 267

floors, 289, 296, 313 314

flow. See grazing flow; mean flow; no
mean flow.

flow resistance, 65 67, 68, 178-181,
189 190

fluid shielding, 213, 220, 221, 222, 224,
225, 226, 227

flyover noise. See also flight tests,
flyover-noise.

flyover noise, 357 381

prediction, 357, 371-380

flyover-noise measurement,

atmospheric effects, 361-362,
36_370

ground effects, 359-360, 370-371
online data systems, 363 364

static tests, 372, 378

test acceptance, 363--364

test procedures, 361--362

foamed material, 330, 343

Fourier transform, 212

frequency. See critical frequency; ring

frequency.

frequency weighting, 96
Fresnel number, 86, 87

fuselages, 298

cylindrical, 289, 307 315

finite-cylinder, 312 315

infinite-cylinder, 307 312

rectangular, 302 306

fuselage structure, 294 295

Galerkin method, 128-129, 130, 142,

143 146, 147, 149, 150, 154



geometricalspreading,54,5556,93,
417

grazingflow,178,181,182,186,
194195

groundsurfaceeffects.See also

flyover-noise measurement,

ground effects.

ground surface effects, 54, 58-71, 72 89

composition, 54

grain shape factor, 67

layered surface, 68

pore shape factor ratio, 67

porosity, 58, 60, 63, 67, 69
reflection, 54

shape, 54

ground surfaces, 88-90

ground tests, 279 280, 283-285,

316-317, 328 332, 344-345, 388

ground waves, 60 63

Haas effect, 7-8

harmonics, 167, 196, 198, 377

higher, 93
propeller, 279, 280, 285

second, 93
head shock. See shock waves, head

shock.

hearing, theory of, 2-4

helicopter noise, 343, 364-367, 368,

369, 412
blade slap, 25

blocking mass, 348

flyover, 366

gearbox, 282, 344

hover, 366

impulse, 25-26

interior, 282, 317, 318
measurement, 364 367

rotor, 282
Helmholtz equation, 106-107, 122, 144,

147

Hermitian elements, 131

high-frequency panel. See models,

high-frequency panel.

holography, 325, 326

honeycomb, 285, 344-345, 347, 348

human response. See aircraft noise,

human response; experimental

methods, human response;

Index

human response (continued):

vibration, human response.

humidity, 56, 57

hydrodynamic coincidence, 275-276,
417

hydrodynamic disturbance, 115

impedance. See also models,

impedance; models, point

impedance.

impedance, 58, 60, 63-69, 171, 182,

250, 320-321

acoustic treatment, 133, 143, 147,

166, 170, 171 174, 176-189,

198-200, 240
characteristic, 59

complex, 62
discontinuity of, 69-71

duct wall, 112

ground, 62, 69-71, 82, 88
optimum, 136-138, 172

specific normal, 59

surface, 67
wall, 288

impedance measurement, 182, 183,
189-195

flow resistance, 189-190

impedance tube method, 190-193

in situ, 194-195

normal incidence, 182, 190-193

inertial range. See Kolmogorov range.
insertion loss, 170, 286-287, 296-298,

416

interior noise. See also experimental

methods, interior noise; flight

tests, interior noise; prediction

methods, interior noise; test

facilities, noise annoyance.

interior noise, 30-33, 271-348, 389,

390, 401

jet aerodynamics, 208-211,212-214
jet decay, 228, 244, 248, 250

jet flow, turbulent, 208, 209, 210, 211,
212-214

jet mixing. See also turbulent mixing.

jet mixing, 208, 209, 210, 211-212,

228, 240, 258, 266

jet noise. See experimental methods,

jet noise; models, jet noise;
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jet noise (continued):

prediction methods, jet noise;

unified theory, jet noise.

jet noise generation, 207-214

jet noise suppression, 2()7 267

aerothermodynamic concepts,
249 257

geometric concepts, 228 249
mechanisms, 214-228

shock noise control, 257 266

theoretical concepts. 221 227

jets,

aerodynamic performance, 231-239,
240 241

annular, 227

high-velocity, 207, 216, 232, 249, 266

subcritical pressure, 264

supercritical pressure, 257

jet velocities, mass-averaged, 231

jet velocity, 208, 212, 214, 218, 227,

228, 231,232, 235_ 236, 240,

245, 249 250, 254, 256, 260, 262

joint acceptance function, 305, 306, 313
Kolmogorov range, 79, 80

landing approach procedures,

decelerating, 407, 416

multisegment, 407, 417
normal, 407, 418

reduced flap settings, 407, 419

land-use planning, 47 48

large-amplitude pulses, 93 95

large-amplitude waves, 90 95

LEQ. See equivalent continuous sound
level.

levels document, 46--47

Lighthill-Ribner theory, 208
Lilley's equation, 208, 213

limiting ray, 72, 76

lined ducts. See ducts, acoustic lining.

LLS. See loudness level, Stevens.
LLZ. See loudness level, Zwicker.

localization, 7 8

loudness, 4, 5, 6, 27, 4] 7

loudness level, 8 9

Stevens, 9, 10, 21, 22, 23

Zwicker, 9, 22, 23

Mark VI procedure, 9, 10

Mark VII procedure, 12, 13, 14

mass law, 295
mean flow. See also acoustic-mean-flow

interaction; no mean flow.

mean flow, 182 189

sheared, 126 132

uniform, 101 116, 122-126, 133

method of weighted residuals, 122,

128 129, 143 146, 149, 150 151
microphones,

flyover measurement, 360, 366 367,
370 371

interior noise measurement, 323 325,
334 335

mixing. See jet mixing; turbulent

mixing.

modal analysis, 287 293, 298-299, 302,
303 304

modal density. See also catalogs,

modal density.
modal density, 299 301

models,

acoustic-mean-flow interaction,

212 214, 220

analytical, 298-302, 306, 312--315

boundary-layer noise, 276-277

high-frequency panel, 294, 295
impedance, 185 189, 205

jet noise, 208

mathematical, 276 277, 290-293,

294 298, 305 306

noise intensity spectrum, 214

noise prediction, 377 378

nonuniform ducts, 142 158

orthotropic, 294 295, 305, 309 310,
312

point imt)edance , 288

propeller, 380 381

ray acoustics, 156

structural, 293 298, 309 310

theoretical, 168, 171, 101 158,
207 227, 287 293, 302, 307 308

turbofan engines, 101-158

monitors, airport noise, 359

Morse chart, 120 122, 123, 124

multichute noise suppressors. See noise

suppressors, multichute.

multiple noise exposure, 28 30, 39 40

426



multitube noise suppressors. See noise

suppressors, multitube.

MWR. See method of weighted
residuals.

NEF. See noise annoyance, noise
exposure forecast.

Newton-Raphson iteration, 122-125,
127

NNI. See noise and number index.

noise, 417

noise and number index, 17

noise annoyance. See also aircraft

noise, annoyance; airport noise

annoyance; community noise

annoyance; prediction methods,

noise annoyance; test facilities,
noise annoyance.

noise annoyance, 17-43, 47, 272, 418

activity disturbance, 34 36

complaints, 41-43
duration, effect of, 23, 24

duration correlation, 13-15

measurement, 34-37, 363

noise exposure forecast, 16-17, 47

number of events, 28, 38-39

prediction, 8-17, 27
noise certification. See aircraft noise

certification.

noise control. See also noise

suppression; shock noise control.

noise control,

absorption, 283, 296, 346-347
active, 348, 415

cabin, 311,336-348

damping, 288 289, 304, 337, 340,
343-345

honeycomb panel, 285, 344-345, 347,
348

mass effects, 285-286, 343

multielement wall, 337 342

septum, 303, 304, 338, 340

stiffness effects, 285-286, 343, 344

synchrophasers, 279, 328, 336
vibration isolators, 320-327,

331 332, 341,342, 346

noise exposure forecast. See noise

annoyance, noise exposure
forecast.

Index

noise intensity spectrum. See also

models, noise intensity

spectrum.

noise intensity spectrum, 208, 211-212,

213, 214
noise metrics, 8-17, 22
noise reduction. See also acoustic

treatment; sidewall treatment.

noise reduction, 273, 274

cabin, 283-287, 296-298, 303 304,

307-308, 310-312, 314, 315,

322, 342, 343, 347-348

engines, 399
penalties, 400, 403

noise source,

cabin, 273-282, 316-318, 319, 322

engine exhaust, 281,305-306, 322

engine vibration, 281,316 321,322,
336, 341,346

flyover, 375

path identification, 272, 322 336

propeller, 272, 277-280, 283, 284,

302-303, 310-312, 313-314, 315,
322-323, 336, 345

propeller wake, 277-279, 281,

317-320, 321

noise suppression. See also ducts, noise

suppression.
exhaust ducts, 199-202, 203

inlets, 198-200, 202

noise supressor design, 136-138,
165-205

noise suppressor performance, 165-205

noise suppressors,
multichute, 209, 214, 217, 221 228,

229, 230, 231, 236-239, 240,

241,243, 244, 245, 253, 254,

255, 256, 257

multielement, 221-228, 229-239, 266

multispoke, 228, 230, 231,236-239

multitube, 209, 229, 231-236
noise transmission. See also airborne

noise; insertion loss; sidewall
transmission; structure-borne

noise; transmission loss.

cabin, 312-314, 325-336, 343-345

fuselages, 281, 294-295, 302-315

path identification, 322-336
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Index

noisiness, 6, 7, 418

perceived, 9-14
no mean flow, 116 117, 118 122

nondispersive waves, 418

nozzles,
annular, 228, 247, 253, 254, 255,

256, 257, 258, 260-264

bypass, 214-221
coannular, 214, 216_ 240, 251 253,

258, 260-264, 265-267

conical, 214, 215, 221 227, 228, 231,
240

convergent, 258 259

convergent-divergent, 258 264, 266
dual-flow, 214, 216, 230, 258,

260-264

inverted-flow, 214-221, 228,

249-250, 251 253

plug, 228, 240-241,242 247, 250,

253, 255, 256, 257, 258,
260 264, 267

total thrust coefficient, 237

two-dimensional, 228, 242, 247-249

N-waves, 94, 95

OASPL. See overall sound pressure
level.

orthotropic panels. See also models,

orthotropic.
orthotropic panels, 307, 309-310

overall sound pressure level, 214, 215,

220, 245, 272, 277, 278, 400

panel theory, infinite, 297, 302, 307,
310

path identification. See noise source,

path identification.

perceived noise level. See also effective

perceived noise level.

perceived noise level, 9-14, 16-17, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 217, 222, 224,

230, 231,232, 235, 237, 240,

241,242, 246, 250, 251-252,

254, 418

perceived noisiness. See noisiness,
perceived.

perforated materials, 168, 174,

179-181, 183, 184-185, 186 187,
188-189

428

perturbation methods, 143, 149-150,

157, 289

phase fluctuations, 80-81

pitch, 5-6

plane waves, 59-60

plane-wave solution, 142, 149, 172 173

plane-wave transmission, cylinder,
307 308

PNL. See perceived noise level.

point-to-point correlation. See

correlation, point-to-point.

porosity. See ground surface effects,

porosity.

porous materials, 174-175, 179, 186,
187

precedence effect. See Haas effect.
prediction methods. See also flyover

noise, prediction; models, noise

prediction.

prediction methods,
airframe noise, 376

component noise, 372, 375, 377-380

flyover noise, 357, 371-381

ground surface effects, 66-69
interior noise, 275, 281,289, 294,

296--298, 298 302, 303, 305-306,

309, 310 312, 314, 336

jet noise, 208, 214-228

noise annoyance, 27
propagation. See also downwind

propagation; sound

propagation; upwind

propagation.

propeller noise, 377-380

cabin, 272, 277 280, 283, 284,

302--303, 310-312, 312-314, 315,

322-323, 336, 345

direction characteristics, 277

propellers,
acoustic interference, 279

beating interference, 279

down-sweeping, 280
nonuniform flow, 277

phase characteristics, 279, 280, 281

up-sweeping, 280

propeller wake interactions, 277-279,
281,317-320, 321

psychoacoustic tests, 19-21, 25



psychoacoustictests(continued):
constantstimulusdifferences,19-20,

21,22,23, 25, 27, 28

levels of subjective equality, 20

magnitude estimation, 20, 21

method of adjustment, 19 21, 26

numerical category scaling, 20 21,

23, 26, 28

quadrupoles, 213, 224

quadrupole sources, uncorrelated, 212

quiet aircraft, 383 412
ramp noise, 389, 390

ray acoustics. See also models, ray
acoustics.

ray acoustics, 196
reactance. See acoustic reactance.

reciprocity, 334 336

reflection, 59, 61 62, 250, 253
reflection coefficient, 58, 59, 60, 61, 64,

73, 76, 77
refraction. See also downward

refraction; upward refraction.

refraction, 71-78, 213, 250, 415

regulations. See also standards;

airport noise regulations.

regulations,
FAA FAR 36, 43 45, 357, 358, 361,

371,383 386, 389, 391,394,
397, 400, 401,405, 411,412

FAA FAR 91,387, 412

FAA FAR 150, 47-48
ICAO Annex 16, 45, 358, 365, 371,

387, 405, 412

Reichardt's theory, 208-211

relaxation. See rotational relaxation;
vibrational relaxation.

resistance. See acoustic resistance; flow
resistance.

resonator panels. See acoustic lining,

single-degree-of-freedom;

acoustic lining,

two-degree-of-freedom.
reverberation time, 288

Reynolds stress, 210, 211

ride quality. See also test facilities,

noise annoyance.

ride quality, 32 33, 34, 272 273, 277

ring frequency, 308, 309, 312

Index

rotational relaxation, 56

Runge-Kutta integration, 125, 127 129
SDOF. See acoustic lining,

single-degree-of-freedom.

SEA. See statistical energy analysis.

SEL. See sound exposure level.

SENEL. See single-event noise

exposure level.

septum, 166, 167, 168, 174-175, 176,

177, 178, 181,303, 304, 338, 340
sheared flow, 113 114, 115

shear layer, 210, 226, 244

shock-cell noise, 208, 221,222 224,

225-226, 245-248, 250, 257-266

shock noise control, 228, 231, 257-266

shock screech noise, 266
shock structure, 244

shock waves, 90, 91-95, 157
head shock, 93-95

oblique, 260

tail shock, 93 95, 95

sideline noise, 384, 385, 386

sidewall transmission, 281-287,
296 298, 299-302, 303-305, 308,

310, 324, 325, 343-345, 347 348
sidewall treatment. See also acoustic

treatment; trim.

sidewall treatment, 277, 283-287,

296-298, 310-312, 313, 336,

337-342, 347

cabin, 303-304, 310-312, 313

design, 303 304, 310-312, 338,
346-347

double-wall treatment, 297-298, 312,

339, 341,342

multielement sidewall, 337-342

parameter studies, 304

weight, 302, 303-304, 310-311, 322,
337-341

SIL. See speech interference level.

single degree of freedom. See acoustic
lining, single-degree-of-freedom.

single-event noise exposure level, 55

SLA. See A-weighted sound level.

SLD. See D-weighted sound level.

SLE. See E-weighted sound level.

sone, 9
sonic boom, 95-96, 26-28, 29, 412
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Index

sonic fatigue, 266

sound barrier, 86-88

sound diffraction, 85-89

sound exposure level, 14, 38, 418

sound masking, 3
sound measurement. See also

flyover-noise measurement.

sound measurement, 63-66, 96,
200 204

sound perception. See also perceived

noise level; noisiness, perceived.

sound perception, 2-8

sound pressure, 171

deterministic, 273, 277

random, 273

sound pressure level. See also overall

sound pressure level.
sound pressure level, 118, 168,

182-189, 201, 214, 215, 216,

217, 220, 221, 223, 273, 419

sound propagation,

atmospheric, 53 96, 367 370

ducts, 53-110

flyover,

atmospheric effects, 367 370

ground effects, 370-371
modes, 107

sound recorders,

flyover measurement, 366-367

sound speed profile, 72

Space Shuttle, 281

payload bay, 289, 298, 305-306, 306

spectral content, 21- 23, 90

speech intererence, 15, 31 32
speech interference level, 15, 272, 419

spinning modes. See traveling waves,

angular.

SPL. See sound prcssurc level.

standards. See also regulations.

standards,

ANSI S1.11-1976 (1986), 96

ANSI S1.13-1971 (1986), 96
ANSI S1.26-1978, 58, 96, 367

ANSI S1.4-1983, 96

ANSI S1.6-1984, 96

ANSI S1.8-1969 (R1974), 96
ANSI $3.14-1977, 15

ANSI $3.5-1969 (R1971), 15

430

standards (continued):

IEC 561 (1976), 96

IEC 651 (1979), 96

ISO 1683-1983, 96

ISO 2249-1973, 96
SAE AIR-923, 96

SAE AIR-1672B, 96

SAE AIR-1751, 376
SAE AIR-1905, 377

SAE ARP-866A, 367

SAE ARP-876C, 375

static tests. See flyover-noise

measurement, static tests.

statistical energy analysis, 298-302

coupling loss factors, 299, 301

Stevens. See loudness level, Stevens.
stiffeners, 294 295, 303, 309 310, 312,

314, 336, 347-348

structural response, 290-293
structural vibration. See also

excitation.

structural vibration, 316-317

structure-borne noise, 271,316 322,

328 329, 330, 331-332, 336,

340, 343, 346, 419

suppression. See noise suppression.
suppressor. See noise suppressor.

surface covering, 330 331

surface waves, 60--63

numerical distance, 61, 62

surveys. See community noise surveys.

tail shock. See shock waves, tail shock.

takeoff noise, 384, 385, 386, 397-398,

404 407, 418

engines, 385 386, 397 398, 418
flap system, 400, 418

takeoff procedures,

noise abatement cutback, 405, 417

normal full-power, 406, 418

overspeed, 405, 418

reduced-power, 405, 418

temperature gradient, 55, 84
vertical, 71-78

temperature inversion, 71

temperature lapse, 71

terrain effects. See ground surface
effects.

test facilities,



testfacilities(continued):
acoustictreatment,201,202,203
exhaustducts,201,203
full-scaleengine,139,140
inlets,138
noise anlloyance,

NASA Langley Interior Effects

Room, 18

NASA Langley Passenger Ride

Quality Apparatus, 19

scale model, 202

thermal acoustic shiekiing, 228,
250 257

thin-boundary-layer approximation,
131 132

time constants, 96

tones, 24 25

combination, 5 6

correction procedure, 24

engine, 283

propeller, 283
transmission loss, 191, 283, 294 295,

296, 297, 304, 307 310,

324 325, 334, 339

traveling waves,

angular, 107

axial, 107 108
harmonic, 115

trim. See also sidewall treatment.

trim, 281, 283, 286, 297, 304, 339 341,

342, 345, 346 347

turbulence, atmospheric, 78 82

turbulent boundary layer. See also

boundary layer.

turbulent boundary layer, 276 277

turbulent mixing, 208, 221, 224, 225,
226 227

turbulent scattering, 54, 71 78, 419

two degrees of freedom. See acoustic

lining, two-degree-of-freedom.

Tyler-Sofrin theory, 157, 168

unified theory, jet noise, 208

upward refraction, 76 78

upwind propagation, 72, 77, 78

VCE. See engines, variable cycle.

velocimeters, laser doppler, 259

ventilation, 233, 234, 236

vibration, human response, 32 33

Index

vibration absorbers, dynamic, 345 346
vibrational relaxation, 56

vibration energy transmission,

316 318, 320-321

vibration isolators,

engine mounts, 320 321,331 332,
346

trim, 341,342

vinyl treatment, 303, 304, 314, 330, 331

wave envelope method, 146, 150

wave equation, convected, 105-106
waveform, zero crossings, 90, 91, 92

wavcform distortion, 90 93

excess velocity, 91

wave number,

axial, 108, 111 118, 119, 130 131,
137

modal, 119

waves. See creeping wave; dispersive
waves; ground waves;

large-amplitude waves;

nondispersive wavcs; N-waves;

plane waves; shock waves;

surface waves; traveling waves.

Webster horn equation, 142

weighted residuals. See method of
weighted residuals.

Weyl-Van der Pol solution, 60

wind gradient, vertical, 71-78

windows, 302, 322, 330 331,332, 341
wind tunnel tests, 275, 279, 281

wire mesh, 168, 174, 179, 181, 183

zero crossing. See waveform, zero

crossings.
Zwicker. See loudness level, Zwicker.
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